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MINNESOTA BASKETBALL MECHANICS ILLUSTRATED: 2021 UPDATE

MSHSL MECHANICS AND SIGNALS
Communication is vital to the game of
basketball, to the officials, officiating and
all others involved in the game.
Prescribed mechanics have been
adopted for the purposes of uniformity
with the coverages and procedures. Using
the approved mechanics ensures that
officials will be in position to provide the
coverage of the court and the action of
the players. Officials must develop a vivid
mental impression of the primary coverage
areas (PCA) and thoroughly understand
their responsibilities when covering each
specific PCA. Officials are expected to
remain at the site of fouls, violations, timeouts, etc. and complete all rule and manual
required procedures. Do not “hit and run.”
Prescribed signals (the language of
the game) are in place to communicate
what is happening or what has happened.
The primary purpose of the MSHSL
signals is to convey needed information
to timers, partners, players, scorers,
coaches, spectators, media, etc. Approved
signals/signaling are to be presented in
a professional manner. Presentation of
signals is to be timely, sharp, crisp and
thorough. Signals should be given in a
manner which is calm and unhurried.
Do not be over-emphatic. The use of
unapproved signals or signals given in
an exaggerated manner do not help any
situation. Doing so often causes confusion.
In summary, the MSHSL reminds
officials, when officiating high school
basketball games, the approved MSHSL
mechanics and signals are to be used.
Please join the team!
Signals and signaling reminders:
1. Eliminate hurrying. Feature
composure and a professional manner.
2. Eliminate “tweeting” of the whistle.
Instead sound the whistle with a single
blast.
3. Eliminate unnecessary sounding of
the whistle prior to throw-ins, etc. Only
sound the whistle after unusual delay, the
resumption-of-play situations, beginning
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halves, following timeouts.
4. Stop-clock signals. After initial stopclock signal and sounding of the whistle,
hold the stop-clock signal in place and
make eye contact with partner(s).
5. Timeout procedure. Recognize
the request; check to learn if the request
may be granted; grant or do not grant the
timeout. Concerns: Player control? Ball
already at disposal of opponent out of
bounds? Dead ball? Location of timeout
site?
6. Hustle to report. After completing
all signaling/communication at the foul
or timeout site, hustle to the reporting
area. Upon arriving, stop then sharply and
thoroughly complete all required reporting
communication.
7. Communicate spot. Every
designated-spot throw-in requires the
designated-spot signal prior to awarding
the ball to the thrower. It is a must! The
designated-spot signal and what it means
is not a secret between the official and
thrower. It matters to all 10 players. Be
clear to all.
8. Double-whistle situations. Eye
contact and communication are musts.
Being thorough is vital.
9. Running the endline. It’s also
important for the administering official to
communicate prior to the throw-in if the
thrower is permitted to run the endline.
10. Help situations. Help may be
requested and offered. Do not hesitate in
either situation. Being thorough is vital. If
a decision is made to reverse a call, the
official making the initial call should blow
his/her whistle and then indicate how the
call is being changed.
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SHOOTING/SCORING
20

No Score

21

Goal Counts

22

3-Point Attempt Score
3-Point Attempt Made

24

One Free Throw

23

Bonus Free Throw

25

Two Free Throws

26

Three Free Throws
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FOULS
37

Illegal Use of Hands

38

Hand Check

Pushing

43

Intentional Foul
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Holding

41

40

Blocking

39

42

Team-Control Foul

44

Flagrant Foul - Excessive
Contact

45

Double Foul
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LEAD HELPS ON THREE-POINTER IN TRANSITION
HOME

SCORER & TIMER

VISITOR

T

L

L

1

SHOT

1
L
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2
T

When quick, long passes advance the ball upcourt, the new lead must be prepared
to help the trail determine whether or not a shot is a three-point try. The help occurs
even though the shot attempt is in an area not normally covered by the lead. When
there’s a quick outlet pass that leads to another quick, long pass, the new trail usually
doesn’t have enough time to get into the frontcourt and get a good angle on a shot.
Because of the distance and poor angle between the trail and the shot, the trail is left
guessing.
The new lead must recognize the quick transition play and help the new trail by
marking a three-point attempt on the shot.
In the MechaniGram, the rebounder throws a quick, long outlet pass to a
teammate, who throws another quick, long pass to another teammate. That player
catches the pass near the center restraining circle, dribbles to the top of the key and
shoots. The lead moving to new trail doesn’t have enough time to get a good look at
the shot. The trail moving to new lead recognizes this and makes the judgment on the
shot, even though a top-of-the-key shot is normally covered by the trail.
When that type of transition play occurs near the end of a period, the new lead
judges whether or not the shot was a three-pointer, but the trail still judges whether
the shot was released in time. The lead may mark the attempt. The trail will mirror the
attempt and mark the successful 3-point shot. The lead will not mirror the successful
3-point shot.
These situations must be covered thoroughly in your pregame discussions.
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HOME

HOME

LAST-SECOND SHOT
HOME

B

VISITOR

SCORER & TIMER

VISITOR

SCORER & TIMER

A

HOME

PERIOD

PERIOD

T

T

TRAIL HAS LAST-SECOND
SHOT RESPONSIBILITY
SHOT RESPONSIBILITY

L

VISITOR

C

VISITOR

C CENTER HAS LAST-SECOND

L

The official opposite the table, trail or center, has last-second responsibilities
as seen in the MechaniGrams. That official should communicate that message
and responsibility to his or her partners by signaling “I’ve got the shot.” Such
communication should be repeated on any change of possession.
It is permissible to lock the C in position opposite the table at about 15-20
seconds remaining. Allow the L to flex as needed without displacing the C. If the lead
flexes opposite the table followed by a turnover or defensive rebound, L balances
the floor by filling in table side and C retains last second shot going the other way. If
the T is administering the throw-in deep in the back court opposite the table with 10
seconds or fewer remaining, then the T officiates the last second shot either from the
back court or the front court depending upon how quickly the ball is advanced up the
court.
If the non-responsible official has information regarding the allowing or disallowing
of a basket to share with the calling official, he or she should go directly to the
responsible official for a brief discussion. The referee will make the final decision in
the case of disagreement or if it is necessary to consult the timer.
Last-second shot responsibilities must be thoroughly covered in the pregame and
reviewed on court during a dead ball or timeout in the final minutes of each half to let
all officials know what is expected of them at that critical time.
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THROW-INS – OUT-OF-BOUNDS VIOLATIONS: FRONTCOURT

HOME
SCORER & TIMER

VISITOR

A. On out-of-bounds violations within the dotted area (as shown in the
MechaniGram), the designated throw-in spot after the violation will be out of bounds
along the end line at the nearest spot to the violation.
B. On out-of-bounds violations outside the dotted area (as shown in the
MechaniGram), the designated throw-in spot after the violation will be out of bounds
along the sideline at the nearest spot to the violation.
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FOUL REPORTING AREA
L L

FOUL

5

5
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SCORER & TIMER

FOUL
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In the MechaniGram, the lead official has called a foul on the defender in the low
post. At that time, the lead must do a number of things:
1. Delay momentarily after signaling the foul at the spot to ensure there is no
continuing action or trash-talk among the players.
2. Once the immediate area appears calm, the lead clears all the players by
running around them toward the reporting area. Do not run through a crowd because
then players are behind you and you lose sight of them.
3. Stop and square up to the scorer’s table in the reporting area. Make eye
contact with the scorer before communicating and do not get too close to the table. If
you run too close to the table, you’re losing the proper perspective of possible bench
conduct.
4. State color of the fouling player’s team. State the number of the fouling player
while using two-handed number reporting (right hands is the tens digit). Show, using
approved signals, what infraction occurred. If required, show the number of awarded
free throws (see signal Nos. 23, 24, 25, 26). NOTE: Number of awarded free throws
are shown to the side, so as not to be confused with reported uniform numbers.
The non-calling officials also have specific duties during the dead ball:
1. Keep all players within your field of vision. Penetrate toward the crowd slightly
— maybe just a step or two depending on where the players are. During that deadball time, you can prevent many extracurricular illegal activities from brewing into
bigger problems. Use your voice to let players know you’re in the area. Your mere
presence may stop a problem.
2. If the players appear calm, begin moving toward the throw-in spot or begin
preparing players for free throws. Move slowly and with your head up, watching the
players as you move. Use your voice to tell the players what’s next. By having the
players ready for the next play, the ball will get back in play quickly and smoothly.
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TABLE-SIDE LEAD CALLS FOUL ON OFFENSE, NO FREE THROWS
L
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When a foul is called on the offense by the table-side lead and there are no free
throws, there is a switch. The calling official or old lead reports the foul and becomes
the new lead. The old trail moves to the endline to administer the throw-in and
becomes the new trail while the center moves down court and stays the center.
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LEAD OPPOSITE CALLS FOUL ON OFFENSE, NO FREE THROWS
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When the lead opposite the table calls a foul on the offense and there are no free
throws, there is a switch. The lead reports the foul and becomes the new center. The
old center moves to the endline in place of the old lead to administer the throw-in and
becomes the new trail while the trail moves down court and becomes the new lead.
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We know you’re excited to get on the
court and work games – so are we. Prep
Basketball 2020-21 has everything you
need to feel up-to-date and game ready
when you suit up for action. New &
recent rule changes, mechanics updates,
points-of-emphasis, crew dynamics
and tough situations are all explored,
simplified and presented in this fullcolor, magazine-sized annual guide
you’ll enjoy using to prepare.
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